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GUEST COLUMN
ROGER H. ZILKE
Berrien County Drain Commissioner

>

As President, some of you are kind enough
to openly share your “Feelings” surrounding
a myriad of Topics. This is one I received a
week or so ago.
Thanks to Past President Jonckheere, and with his
permission, please read on.
I would like to share some of my thoughts on recent
poor press (both Print and TV) we’ve received as a
result of work on recent drain projects. This issue is
of major importance and potential. As I reference
some of the recent controversies around the state,
I’ll also admit that I have little if any contact with
any of these projects that have drawn the ire of
some legislators and property owners. However,
I’ve had a number of discussions about them
with various people that matter. As terrible as it
sounds, and bleak as it appears, I really think that
these situations also have provided a tremendous
opportunity for the MACDC, primarily because of
a key change in the way drain commissioners are
being viewed.
We’ve built up our relationships well enough
within the State that the reaction has been less of
demonizing Drain Commissioners as a whole than
it has, “what can we do to help prevent this from
happening with a few irresponsible individuals in
the future.” I’m not saying that any of these projects
were conducted by irresponsible individuals, but
the perception of some state agency personnel
is that these are problems associated with a few
individuals, and not drain commissioners as a
whole. This change in how controversial projects
are being viewed is completely different from past
reaction. It is an important distinction that has
struck me every time I’ve had a conversation with
someone outside of our organization.
You may be surprised to know that there is some
sentiment that this may actually be a good thing
in terms of creating awareness of these issues
and putting more attention on preventing them in
the future. In fact, some of my discussions with
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those at the State have shown some staff concerns
with other portions of their own departments not
coming to the table to be part of the solution.
I’ve heard that since some of these hot button
projects have come to light, there has been more
interest expressed in programs like our drain
resource workgroup. This is important because it
says to me that there is now a respect level that
is changing from “drain commissioners do bad
things” to “we need to work with the MACDC on
ways to prevent these things because we know the
MACDC is concerned about these projects.” This
is a very different perception from years past and it
poses some great opportunities. Believe it or not,
some are even excited about the prospect that
recent “Problem Projects” will serve as a catalyst
for changes in perception and practice that will
ultimately allow for much greater protection
of resources during future drain maintenance
projects. They understand and respect the job
that drain commissioners perform and also realize
that they will necessarily be a vital participant in
resource protection and improvement in the future.
I THINK THAT THERE ARE A NUMBER OF THINGS
THAT WE NEED TO DO, AS AN ASSOCIATION:
•
One thing is for certain; there will be another
“Problem Project” at some point in the future
and we need to be viewed as the group best
able to mitigate them. If we can develop
a list of items that do not hamstring drain
commissioners but will add to the level of
due diligence in the future, then we should
propose them. For instance, bringing back
the language we had posed to the legislature
years ago that included the ability to do work
on environmental enhancements, etc. It was
turned down years ago primarily due to lobbying
by the Home Builders and State Chamber of
Commerce. If we’re turned down, nobody
should be coming back to drain commissioners
with criticism about our environmental
record. If they pass it, we have more tools with
which to utilize in mitigating environmental
impacts. Let’s continue to invite meetings with

State Agencies and come to those meetings
with relevant ideas on how to make things
better. They will remember our commitment to
mitigating problems once the next issue rears
its ugly head.
•

•

Engage those individuals that have been
impacted by these projects in the conversations
on how to prevent future occurrences. A
person from a “problem” project called me a
couple of weeks ago. It is my understanding
that he is a major figure in the local watershed
management group for the river. You’ll be
happy to know that he was very well spoken,
well informed, and interested almost solely in
ways to prevent this from happening in the
future. He had good things to say about our
BMP manual and never badmouthed a single
entity involved in that project. Engage him
in being part of the solution, at least on that
project, and perhaps in the development of
due diligence provisions to the code and/or
BMP manual, and you will have a staunch ally
in the environmental field. Those are priceless
relationships.
In years past, we’ve always been in the position
of coming to the legislature in defensive mode
or in a meek apologetic tone. All of the other
players were lined up against us. A number
of Drain Commissioners, have strong allies
in the legislature, and have been extremely
proactive in cultivating these relationships.
Our Lobbyist’s credibility with the legislature
has obviously reflected positively on us, as
well. As for past detractors of ours, local
chambers have turned decidedly toward
environmental conservation, which I think
will be reflected more by the state chamber.
Home builders are fewer, and have also moved
more toward environmental sensitivity. DEQ
and DNR may well be major supporters for
broadened environmental capabilities, where
they remained neutral or opposed to this in the
past. Throw in some environmental allies that
we may gain by including them in the framing of
solutions, and we will have formidable support.
We need to focus on our successes. I think we
will have a whole lot more momentum than at
any point in our past. Combined with what our
committees are doing on the PR front, asset
inventory, training, etc., I think this will add to
the potential for success.

You’re determined to build a
stronger community. We’re
determined to deliver solutions
that help you do it.
We are EJ.

Learn more at ejco.com or 800 626 4653
East Jordan Iron Works is now EJ
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DISTRICT MEETINGS

Attendees of the Northeast District Meeting pose with Paul Gross, Agricultural Extension Educator with MSU Extension,
following a rainfall simulator demonstration.

Northeast District Meeting
On Monday, May 18, the Northeast District
of the Michigan Association of County Drain
Commissioners met to discuss pressing issues in
the region and share important information during
the district’s meeting at the Homer Township Fire
Station and Training Center. The meeting was
hosted by Sanilac County Drain Commissioner
Greg Alexander.
Attendance was strong and participants learned
about legislation moving in Lansing and received
an update on the MACDC’s strategic planning
initiative. They also heard how they’ll be impacted
by updates to Michigan’s Freedom of Information
Act, had an overview of assessment exemptions
and observed a rainfall simulator focused on
agricultural runoff.
Midland County Drain Commissioner Doug
Enos spoke about Gov. Rick Snyder’s upcoming
recommendations on water strategy, recently
released by the Office of the Great Lakes.
Laura Campbell, Michigan Farm Bureau Agricultural
Ecology Department Manager, updated the group
on the status of House Bill 4604, which amends the
soil erosion and sedimentation permit process to
provide exemptions for certain agricultural practices.
She is working with the Michigan Department of
Environmental Quality on this legislation.
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Attendees discussed the need to tell positive
stories about the work of drain commissioners in
the weeks and months ahead.
NEW FOIA REQUIREMENTS TAKE EFFECT JULY 1, 2015

By now, most public bodies are aware that
the Michigan Legislature passed significant
amendments to the Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) last year through Public Act 563 of 2014.
“These changes to FOIA were designed to increase
government transparency and reduce the cost of
access to public records,” said Ken Lane, an attorney
at Clark Hill, who led the presentation. “In order to
reach those goals, the new law imposes several
new requirements that significantly impact the way
that public bodies, including drain commissioner
offices, must respond to FOIA requests.”
Among the most time-sensitive new requirements
is the mandate for each public body to adopt written
“procedures and guidelines” implementing the new
FOIA amendments. In addition, the public body
must have a written summary of the procedure and
guidelines and a standard form incorporating the
new fee components by itemizing FOIA charges.
“Public bodies must establish procedures and
guidelines and otherwise comply with the new law
by July 1,” said Lane.
MACDC members may contact Lane with any
questions at (517) 318-3062 or klane@clarkhill.com.

ASSESSMENT EXEMPTIONS

Lauren Dutcher and Christopher Patterson of Fahey
Schultz Burzych Rhodes PLC led a discussion
on the assessment exemptions, which have real
implications for county drain commissioners.
“When preparing for a Day of Review of
Apportionments, it is important to ensure the
special assessment roll is updated and accurate,”
said Dutcher.

202 Morrell St.
Charlotte, MI 48813
(517) 543-3430
(800) 527-4604

PRODUCTS WITH PRIDE
· Corrugated Steel Pipe
· Storm-water Detention Structures
· Culvert Liners
· CSP Fabrications
· Custom Window Wells
· Campfire Rings
· Aluminum & Steel Structural Plate
· Aluminum & Steel Box Culverts
· Erosion Control Fabric
· Guard Rail
· Snow Plow & Grader Blades

Lauren Dutcher and Christopher Patterson of Fahey Schultz
Burzych Rhodes PLC discuss assessment exemptions.

THE FOLLOWING ARE AMONG THE TOP
EXEMPTIONS CLAIMED BY PROPERTY OWNERS:

A Principal Residence Exemption (PRE) exempts a
principal residence from the tax levied by a local
school district for school operating purposes up to
18 mills. To qualify, a Michigan resident must own
and occupy their property as a principal residence,
and must submit an affidavit to the assessor for the
city or township in which the property is located.
This is a separate program from the Homestead
Property Tax Credit, which is filed annually through
the Michigan Individual Income Tax Return.
The qualified agricultural property exemption is
an exemption from certain local school operating
millages for “parcels used partially or wholly for
agricultural operations, with or without buildings.”
Included in the definition of “agricultural
operations” are specifications for farming and soil
cultivation; growing and harvesting agricultural,
horticultural or floricultural commodities; dairying;
raising livestock, including bees, fish, fur-bearing
animals and poultry; and performing practices
on a farm incident to or in conjunction with
farming operations.
The disabled veterans exemption applies to real
property owned and used as a homestead by a
disabled veteran who was discharged from the
armed forces of the United States under honorable
conditions, or their unmarried spouse. Such a
| MACDC.NET | 7

DISTRICT MEETINGS CONTINUED
property is exempt from the collection of property
tax if the property owner files an annual affidavit
with the local assessing unit to be reviewed by the
July Board of Review. Because this only applies to
property taxes, if an exemption is granted under this
Act, a special assessment would not be eliminated
and would still need to be paid.

Northwest District Meeting
On May 28, the Northwest District of the Michigan
Association of County Drain Commissioners
gathered at the Kirby House of Grand Haven
to discuss how to cope with beavers in county
drains and review procedures for proper retention,
disposal and retrieval of office records.
Peter J. Kailing, a wildlife biologist for the Michigan
Department of Natural Resources, talked about the
habits of beavers and the process for obtaining
nuisance permits to trap them. He also gave insight
into their habits, how they live as a family unit, and
what sorts of signs to look for when they move into
an area.
In addition, Stacy Hissong of Fahey Schultz Burzych
Rhodes PLC discussed what offices should be
doing to manage current and future records to
make sure they’re accessible to citizens since
the MACDC Document Retention Schedule was
recently approved by the State.
As for scanning and retrieval of records, Glenn
McCaw from Alcogore talked about the importance
and usefulness of scanning drain records and
documents into PDF format not only so the integrity
of documents can be protected, but also so they
can be searched and retrieved quickly and easily.
Teresa Overly from the Ottawa County Water
Resource Commissioners Office spoke of
challenges of integrating their documents into
proprietary document retrieval software. Glenn
noted the advantages of PDF bookmarking and
OCR features are lost when imported into software
such as OnBase.

Southeast District Meeting
The Southeast District of the Michigan Association
of County Drain Commissioners focused on hot
topics in the region and shared updates on efforts
to strengthen the association as a whole during the
district’s meeting in Scio Township on May 11.
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Thomas Bletcher makes a point during the Southeast
District meeting on May 11.

Attendants and participants representing county
drain commissioners in the region heard two
presentations highlighting water management
practices and strategies that directly impact citizens
and businesses in southeast Michigan.
Washtenaw County Water Resources Commissioner
(WRC) and Public Works Director Evan Pratt
updated participants on the association’s strategic
plans, including reminding members to focus more
intensely on communicating success stories and
positive projects in their communities. By telling
positive stories proactively, Pratt said, policymakers
will have a more favorable view of county drain
commissioners and the work they do.
Policy updates included efforts to seek clarity on
Public Act 222 and defining the red line for what
storm water events are eligible for claims. The
MACDC is also working to strengthen the 197
process and amend the drain code outside of the
petition process so drain issues and problems
don’t stop at the district line.
Oakland County is in the process of accumulating
all its publications and housing them on its website
at www.oakgov.com. Wayne County is updating its
drain forms, a major undertaking that is expected
to be completed this winter.
WASHTENAW COUNTY’S AG STEWARDSHIP
PROGRAM LEVERAGES FEDERAL SUPPORT,
GENERATES REVENUE

Washtenaw County Water Resources Commissioner
Evan Pratt is using federal and state tools to
implement an agriculture stewardship program that
aims to improve water quality, build partnerships
and bring in more revenue, said Deputy Water
Resources Commissioner, Harry Sheehan.

In a presentation to the Southeast District meeting,
Sheehan said the goal of the program is to focus on
water quality by addressing watershed problems
and targeting vulnerable small parcels. Because
the Lake Erie basin receives significant run-off, its
shallow western end is susceptible to algae blooms
– a condition that reached high levels in 2014,
resulting in a range of water-related challenges,
including impact on drinking water for millions of
people in Michigan and Ohio.
Sheehan said Washtenaw’s program aims to
reduce sediment and nutrients entering the Lake
Erie basin, by promoting nutrient management
and wetlands restoration programs. Sheehan said
implementation has been done in partnership with
the agriculture community, which is increasingly
using fertilizers, herbicides and other inputs at
appropriate levels.

reductions, said Steve May, Lenawee County Drain
Commissioner, at the Southeast District meeting on
May 11.
In a presentation titled “Water Control Structure:
Phosphorous Reduction Initiatives,” May said
innovative water management solutions are critical
for his county, which includes the Black Creek
watershed that is 85 percent agriculture.
Washtenaw County WRC and Public Works Director
Evan Pratt said: “The agriculture community is a lot
more interested in open water systems. Storms are
becoming more intense, with bigger gaps in between.”
May said building partnerships with agriculture is
the key to effective water management in Lenawee
County. The 2014 Farm Bill is one available

With agriculture accounting for 37 percent of
Washtenaw County’s land use profile, Washtenaw
County WRC and Public Works Director Evan
Pratt emphasized that working in partnership with
agriculture is imperative.
Sheehan said the effort is driven in part by
leveraging resources available in the federal Farm
Bill such as the Regional Conservation Partnership
Program, as well as those available at the Michigan
Department of Agriculture and Rural Development
and the Michigan Department of Environmental
Quality, among others. Together, these resources
can provide more revenue for Washtenaw County
to build and sustain its local partnerships with
agriculture, while providing incentives that can
help reduce challenges to the region’s lakes, rivers
and other water systems.

TrusTed engineers, environmenTal scienTisTs, archiTecTs

“We want to sweeten the pot for our agriculture
partners so it makes financial sense,” Pratt said.
“We’re just trying to stay ahead of the curve.”
Sheehan said action now is critical: As flow into
Lake Erie goes up between March and June, so
does dissolved reactive phosphorus. Reducing
runoff, which accounts for around 3 percent of
Lake Erie’s volume, is an important step before
plants become more active.
A Tradition of Personal Service & Successful Projects

LENAWEE COUNTY PROMOTES CONTROLLED
DRAINAGE AS WAY TO IMPROVE WATER QUALITY

Controlled drainage strategies are one way
Lenawee County hopes to improve water
quality, with measurable phosphate and nitrate

(248) 454-6300

www.hrc-engr.com
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DISTRICT MEETINGS CONTINUED

FROM LEFT: Lenawee County Drain Commissioner Steve May; Washtenaw County Chief Deputy Water Resources
Commissioner Dennis Wojcik; Oakland County Water Resources Commissioner Jim Nash; Washtenaw County Water
Resources Commissioner Evan Pratt; Monroe County Drain Commissioner David Thompson; Wayne County Drain
Commissioner Ken Kucel; Oakland County Chief Deputy Water Resources Commissioner Phil Sanzica; Brady Harrington,
chair of the Little Thornapple Intercounty Drainage Board, Michigan Department of Agriculture and Rural Development;
Macomb County Public Works Commission Chief Engineer Keith Graboske; and Wayne County Deputy Drain
Commissioner Elmeka Steele.

resource and May encouraged stakeholders to
participate in programs that fit their needs, such
as the Environmental Quality Incentives Program,
the Conservation Stewardship Program and the
Regional Conservation Partnership Program.
Through these programs, partners – including
county drain commissioners – will promote
projects, reach out to partners and monitor and
evaluate progress.

May said controlled drainage has fit in some
cropland and success is the ability to manage
control structures to improve water quality and
crop yields.

May said the objective is to help align water
control structures that fit crop production systems,
demonstrate operating controlled drainage
structures to optimize water quality improvements
and yield potential, and share facts and dispel
myths about controlled drainage structures.
Controlled drainage is appropriate in Lenawee
County, May said, because the Black Creek
watershed has heavy soil and two interstate drains,
with the Ohio portion in good shape. Controlled
drainage keeps root zone in the water table area.
Additionally, agriculture today is increasingly
implementing best management practices, such as
4R nutrient management systems, aggressive tiling
in places such as Ogden Township and GPS and
calibration to optimize applications.
Participants at the Southeast District meeting of the
Michigan Association of County Drain Commissioners
shared updates and innovative solutions being implemented
in the region, during a meeting in Scio Township on May 11.
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Members of the MACDC hear about how beer is made and stored during a tour of the Round Barn Brewery and
Public House at the MACDC Southwest District Meeting on May 8.

Southwest District Meeting

Members gathered at the Round Barn Brewery and
Public House for a day-long gathering to discuss
several topics, including pipe installation in fields,
obstruction removal from non-county drains and
mobile mapping.

Once an obstruction is identified, finding the cause
of the blockage is a critical step. Often jams are
caused by ice, fallen trees or other debris that may
have been dumped in the water source, including
non-native debris, like tires or furniture, Ensign said.
After determining the cause of the blockage,
the commissioner should establish if the drain
is influenced, gain written permission from the
property owner, look into a Michigan Department
of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) permit and finally,
begin the removal process.

Roger Zilke, Berrien County Drain Commissioner,
welcomed and introduced new attendees and
thanked ADS, B & Z Co., Spicer Group, Wightman &
Associates and Berrien County Administration for
their sponsorship.

It is important to not only seek out the property
owner’s permission, but inform them of the process
and assure them that the removal of the obstruction
will allow for proper and safe drainage in the area
surrounding their residence or business.

At the conclusion of the meeting, participants
enjoyed a buffet lunch and were guided on a tour
of Round Barn’s brewing operation at the back of
the facility.

When determining how the drain may be affected
by different obstructions, reviewing the Federal
Emergency Management Agency Flood Insurance
Study (FEMA-FIS) is a good starting point, Ensign
said. The study provides risk data for specific
waterways and flood hazard areas.

Beautiful Baroda, rich with fruit orchards, was the
site of the MACDC Southwest District Meeting on
May 8.

OBSTRUCTION REMOVAL A PAIN-FREE PROCESS,
IF PROPER STEPS TAKEN

Keeping a waterway unobstructed 365 days a
year is near impossible, especially with Michigan’s
unpredictable weather, but reacting quickly and
clearing obstructions efficiently is achievable if the
right steps are taken.
James Ensign from Spicer Group presented to
members at the Southwest District meeting about
obstruction removal from non-county drains.
12 | VOL 24, NO. 2 | SUMMER 2015

“That gives you a good understanding of flow
characteristics of the river without having to do any
additional research,” Ensign said. “It’s a great tool
just to do simple, quick evaluations.”
Once the FIS review is complete, reaching out to
a representative from the MDEQ is a good course
of action because some removal activities are
exempt from permitting, while others are not. And if

extensive disturbance or clearing is needed in the
area of the obstruction, it’s worthwhile to see if any
natural beautification can be done.

James Ensign of Spicer Group goes through the process
of obstruction removal during the MACDC Southwest
District Meeting on May 8.

In one of Ensign’s most recent projects in Ingham
County, he said the crew did some native planting
along the riverbank to beautify the area.

It is also beneficial, Ensign said, to establish a
relationship with the local canoe or kayak club
in the area. Since those individuals are regularly

w w w. M a n n i k S m i t h G r o u p . c o m

County Drain Rehabilitation
Drainage & Hydrology
Civil / Structural Engineering

Canton
Monroe
734.289.2200 734.397.3100
Detroit
Lansing
Traverse City
313.961.9500 517.316.9232 231.929.7330

Environmental Engineering
Geotechnical Engineering
Planning / Landscape Architecture
Construction Support
Surveying

O ve r 5 5 Ye a r s o f E n g i n e e r i n g E xc e l l e n c e !
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The Spicer Group’s mobile mapping truck is parked outside the Round Barn Brewery and Public House during the
MACDC Southwest District Meeting on May 8.

traversing the local waterways, they will likely find
potential log jams before you do.
“Let them do easy maintenance and trimming
before it becomes a bigger problem,” Ensign said.
MOBILE MAPPING TRUCK INCREASES DATA
COLLECTION EFFICIENCY, MOVES PROJECTS ALONG

With the ability to survey 1.2 million data points
per second, the Leica Geosystems Pegasus
Mobile Mapping System is changing the way data
acquisition is done, and Spicer Group is the first
firm in North America to offer the technology to
its clients.
Lucas Hanson and Larry Protasiewicz of Spicer
Group introduced the mobile mapping platform
on one of their company trucks during the
Southwest District meeting, allowing members to
see the system up close and personal and receive
a detailed overview of the technology.
The mobile mapping platform, which can mount
on top of a vehicle, boat or ATV, is made up of six
small cameras that provide 360-degree imagery
of surroundings. When mounted on a vehicle,
the technology has the ability to do rapid data
collection, and pick up a full survey of all features,
including natural and man-made. That means the
camera can capture up to 1.2 million elements on
an object and convert them into a 3-D image.
“Everything you can see, we can shoot,” Hanson said.
For best results, Hanson said, the survey team
using the technology will drive a route in multiple
passes to pick up as much survey data as possible.
When using the mobile mapping technology,
municipalities are able to conduct better
assessments and visualize problems, Hanson and
Protasiewicz said.
14 | VOL 24, NO. 2 | SUMMER 2015

The mobile mapping system can be used for project
planning, construction, asset management and
research. It provides peace of mind and a safe work
environment for municipal workers so they don’t
have to be in busy streets and roadways assessing
an area. The technology also cuts back on the
amount of time taken for multiple projects. Once a
data collection is done, the information is saved.
Following the presentation, members were invited
to take a look at the truck and ask questions.
For more information about Leica Geosystems
mobile mapping solutions, visit www.leicageosystems.us/en/Mobile-Mapping_103549.htm.
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NOAA’S ATLAS 14 AND
CLIMATE CHANGE

DRAINAGE DESIGN IMPLICATIONS FOR
ENGINEERS AND OWNERS
By Thomas Smith III, PE and James Hegarty, PE

Raindrops keep fallin’ on my head…
Heavy flooding seems to occur often in Michigan.
Detroit saw a doozy last year! Drainage system
design engineers know that several 100-year
storms in a ten-year timespan is not normal. Even
the press knows it! NOAA published Atlas 14 late
in 2013. Atlas 14 presents the best and most recent
data on precipitation frequency and intensity, and
it confirmed everyone’s suspicions about severe
storms. What we used to think of as a 100-year
storm was not one after all!

Figs. 2 through 6 illustrate the changes in the
above communities between Bulletin 71 and
Atlas 14.
Fig. 2

Prior to Atlas 14, Michigan engineers relied
upon published precipitation data from Bulletin
71 to design storm water management and
flood protection projects. NOAA and the Illinois
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NOAA’S ATLAS 14 CONTINUED
DOES ATLAS 14 CONFIRM CLIMATE CHANGE?

Fig. 8

While multiple 100-year storms in a short time period
is not normal, is it climate change? We think not.
It’s more and better data. Atlas 14 reports historical
facts. The facts tell us that the frequency and
intensity of storms is greater than what we thought
in 1992. Atlas 14 still reflects less than 100 years of
data. And it makes no allowances for predictions
of climate change’s effect on precipitation beyond
2013. You can draw whatever conclusions you want
about climate change based on this information.
Engineers rely on facts.
Engineers also look into the future. This is where
climate change enters the conversation. Scientists
predict climate change’s influence may increase
the frequency and intensity of major storms over
the next 50 years, which is the design life of most
drainage systems. Adding what we know from
Atlas 14 to what experts predict 50 years hence
challenges engineers to re-think our design and
modeling assumptions.

Fig. 9

ATLAS 14: HOW MUCH WORSE IS IT?

The differences in flood events vary among Atlas
14, Bulletin 71 and TP 40 based on storm magnitude
and location. As expected, the variance is greater
for a 100-year event than a 2-year event since
significantly more than 2 years of data is available.
Figs. 7 through 11 below show the historic storm
recurrence frequency and intensity data for Atlas
14, Bulletin 71 and TP 40 at several locations
throughout Michigan:
Fig. 7
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Fig. 10

Fig. 11

The data presented in Figs. 7 through 11 is from the
printed documents for TP40 and Bulletin 71 and
from NOAA’s interactive web site for Atlas 14. TP40
and Bulletin 71 present rainfall depth contours,
and engineers interpolate between contours for
depths at specific locations. In Atlas 14, NOAA
developed an interactive map tool. The user enters
the exact location and the Atlas 14 map tool shows
a locally customized page of rainfall amounts (both
numerically and with curves).
HOW WILL ATLAS 14 AFFECT US?

The immediate and most obvious impact is that
engineers now should be using Atlas 14 rainfall
data in their designs. Government Agencies
eventually will adopt Atlas 14 data as the new
design standard. It’s a slow process, however. In
Michigan, for example, no Drain Commissioners
have adopted Atlas 14 data to date. MDEQ
indicated they will calibrate their model (currently a
Michigan SCS Model) using the new Atlas 14 rainfall
frequency data. It’s unclear when this will occur.
Until regulators adopt Atlas 14 data, here are some
things to consider:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Educate citizens on the impact of the Atlas 14
data on future infrastructure designs.
Manage your citizens’ expectations.
Encourage communities to re-evaluate their
drainage design standards and ordinances to
reflect reality.
Know your drainage systems—model them.
Test and calibrate them.
To produce a more conservative design, use
Atlas 14 data where the rainfall frequency and
intensity has increased over previous standards.
Evaluate flow and sizing examples for pipe
designs and compare costs with older methods.

balance between
nature and design
www.ftch.com
1.800.456.3824

Follow us on:

Fishbeck, Thompson, Carr & Huber, Inc.
engineers I scientists I architects I constructors

Meet Brian Cenci, PE

Vice President, Eng., Inc.
Spartan fan, avid
fisherman and golfer
w phone: 517.887.1100
w cencib@engdot.com

Holding dual
bachelor’s degrees in
civil engineering and
fisheries and wildlife
from Michigan State
University, Brian
has been with Eng.
for 15 years. Having
managed drain
projects in 10 Michigan
counties, his expertise
includes easement
acquisition and public
outreach.

engdot.com
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NOAA’S ATLAS 14 CONTINUED

Cars are stranded along a flooded stretch of I-696 at the
Warren, Mich. city limits Tuesday morning, Aug. 12, 2014.
(AP Photo/Detroit News, David Coates)

•
•

This may help with making informed decisions
before adopting new drainage standards.
Encourage low-impact-design.
Consider the potential additive effect of climate
change to Atlas 14 data in designs.

Another nagging question relates to FEMA flood
mapping. How will Atlas 14 data affect flood
elevations? For larger rivers like the Grand, there
will be little to no effect. This is because its flood
flow is so large and dependent upon much more
than a discrete precipitation event. Its flood records
are over 100 years old, and its flood elevation data
provides a good and reliable predictor for flood
frequency and intensity analyses.

flood flows, but do not know when they plan to
begin using it. When implemented, it will affect those
designs based on MDEQ-provided flood flows.
As of this writing, we are not aware of any Drain
Commissioners or Municipalities who have adopted
new standards.
WILL LOW IMPACT DESIGN MAKE ANYTHING BETTER?

While LID is growing, it is far from reaching the
level of critical mass needed to account for it in
hydrologic computations. LID promotes storm
water infiltration and theoretically, its use shaves
the peak flows that do the most stream damage.

For smaller streams, Atlas 14 data will have a more
direct effect. FEMA, however, does not plan to
update its flood maps. It is a funding issue –FEMA
recently invested a significant sum of money to
update its flood maps. Changing all its hydraulic
models to include updated hydrology and crosssections would be an enormous and expensive
undertaking. One way communities can deal with
flood maps based on old data is to require minimum
building opening elevations further above the
floodplain than their existing codes.

CLOSING THOUGHTS…

WHAT IS THE STATE OF MICHIGAN DOING TO
INCORPORATE ATLAS 14 DATA INTO OUR STANDARDS?

The challenge for the drainage community is to
deal with the Atlas 14 data and the potential for
the additive effects of climate change in a rational
sensible manner. It’s time to join the conversation!

So far, Michigan has not made any official changes.
MDOT has not changed its design methods nor has
MDEQ revised their methods for estimating flood
flow. We understand MDEQ is recalibrating their
hydraulic model and unit hydrographs to estimate
20 | VOL 24, NO. 2 | SUMMER 2015

New data confirms major storms occur more
frequently and with higher intensities. Hydraulic and
hydrology engineers, agencies and communities
need to re-think their drainage design standards.
Low Impact Design is nice but its effect is negligible.
Climate change may increase precipitation over the
next 50 years, which is the design life of most drainage
systems. 100-year floodplains on smaller streams
likely are higher than shown on existing maps.

About the authors; Tom Smith is a hydraulics
engineer, and Jim Hegarty is a Civil Engineer. Both
work for Prein&Newhof in Grand Rapids.
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REHABBING AGING
CONCRETE POTABLE
WATER RESERVOIRS
AND TANKS

Advanced polyurea coatings and liners provide
strong, flexible waterproofing to bridge large cracks
and protect against future cracking

The contractor’s crew spray polyurea on stairs, sumps,
and penetrations and tied these to the geotextile.

>

Communities across the country depend
on decades-old water reservoirs, ponds
and tanks to store potable water, and in
some cases for fire suppression. Although steel
and fiberglass are often used for smaller tanks,
the largest and most durable outdoor tanks
and reservoirs that hold millions of gallons are
constructed of concrete or asphalt.
Unfortunately, a variety of factors can cause these
structures to develop sizable cracks through which
large quantities of water can escape (exfiltration)
or enter the water supply (infiltration).
When this occurs, facility managers must decide
whether to demolish and rebuild the aging
structure or find a way to extend its service
life. Fortunately, advanced polyurea coatings
and liners are proving ideal for tank, pond and
reservoir rehabilitation by delivering strong,
flexible waterproofing that not only bridges large
existing cracks, but can elongate up to 400%
without cracking.
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Two years later, Redstone Arsenal’s polyurea rehabilitated
5 million gallon water tank remains in excellent shape,
with decades of extended life expected.

CONCRETE/ASPHALT CRACKING

Cracks can develop in aging concrete reservoirs
and tanks for a number of reasons ranging from
earth movement to daily or seasonal temperature
changes that cause expansion and contraction.
The weight of water in a large reservoir or tank
can also cause concrete to move several inches.
In doing so, tiny cracks in a drained reservoir or
tank can open to cracks 1/8” or larger when filled
with water.
To address the issue, waterproof coatings such
as epoxies are often applied to the surface.
However, these traditional coatings lack the
flexibility to move and flex with concrete or
asphalt and will crack.
Instead, water facility managers are turning to
polyurea coatings and linings, which are one of
the few protective coatings that can stand up to
the expansion and contraction cycles of substrates
like concrete, asphalt, and steel. Some advanced

The pre-sprayed composite panels eased installation by rolling out like a waterproof blanket on site. Once rolled out, the
edges were matched and the seams sprayed with AquaVers 405 polyurea.

polyurea coatings not only have high tensile
strength, but also the flexibility to elongate 400%
and bridge sizable cracks.

According to Burgess, “[Redstone Arsenal] had
attempted to use different types of liners over the
years, but it wasn’t working.”

REHABILITATING INSTEAD OF DEMOLISHING

Redstone Arsenal’s Public Works Department
evaluated their options for over 10 years with
no apparent solution. After the recent success
of a polyurea rehabilitated water storage pond
adjacent to the tank, they recognized that they
could use a similar approach. C&M, the contractor
on the pond, was also awarded the tank project.

Redstone Arsenal, a large U.S. Army base in
Huntsville, Alabama, had a decision to make:
demolish or repair a valuable, working, 5 million
gallon water tank. The tank, built in 1941 has
had a useful life as a water storage tank for
fire suppression, as well as a back-up drinking
water supply. However, the tank had hundreds
of cracks and leaks, and was losing water at an
appreciable rate.
“The tank was about 50-60 years old, and the
concrete had cracked quite a bit,” says Brian
Burgess, Vice President of Contracting and
Materials (C&M), a Decatur, Alabama-based
specialty industrial coatings contractor. “The tank
was losing a significant amount of treated drinking
water, which is more expensive.”

A VersaFlex AquaVers 405 pure polyurea coating
was chosen due to the potable water requirements.
AquaVers 405 is ANSI/NSF 61.5 approved for both
cold water (23° C) and high temperature use up
to 60 +/- 2° C (140° F), with a superior rating for a
1,000 gallon minimum tank size and no limit on the
maximum coating thickness applied. VersaFlex
is a manufacturer of spray applied protective
coatings and waterproof membranes for the U.S.
reservoir, highway, rail bridge and tunnel markets.
The spray applied waterproof coating creates a
seamless, waterproof, durable protective liner
that stops leaks and strengthens the integrity
TM

Mason, MI
w Offers a wide range of

ecological services

w Grower of native trees,

shrubs, wildflowers, grasses
& emergent wetland species

wildtypeplants.com • ph: (517) 244-1140 • fax: (517) 244-1142
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REHABBING WATER RESERVOIRS CONTINUED
of the entire storage structure. It is designed to
withstand decades of freeze-thaw cycling, wide
variations of temperature and humidity, and in
the late 1990s was issued a 75-year lifespan
by Bechtel Engineering on the famed Boston
Tunnel Project.

COST-EFFECTIVE RESERVOIR REHAB

With minimal crack repair and surface preparation,
the polyurea coating can be thick film applied
directly to the concrete, asphalt or similar
substrate. An alternate application method that
can sometimes mitigate the need for surface
or crack repairs is to pre-spray the polyurea to
geotextile fabric panels placed above the onsite
substrate, fusing the panel edges together with
more polyurea.

The 8.5 million gallon, 60,000 sq. ft., 40’ deep,
concrete, Olinda water reservoir was up in the
mountains, accessible by a rugged gravel road
hard to navigate for a cement truck. Because
of the condition of the reservoir’s floor, jack
hammering old concrete, using a crane to remove
it, and pouring new concrete would be difficult
and costly.

With either method of application, the polyurea
coatings exhibit superior physical properties such
as high elongation, crack bridging, hardness,
and tensile strength to create a robust industrial
liner that protects, strengthens, and waterproofs
concrete reservoirs and tanks.
Because of the polyurea’s ability to set and cure
quickly, it also minimizes water tank or reservoir
downtime. This can translate into thousands of
dollars per hour savings in facilities requiring
potable water and a source of emergency water
for fire protection.
“The VersaFlex polyurea sets up in seconds and
can be put back into service as fast as an hour,”
says Burgess. “It can take days for epoxy to cure
enough to do the same. The time saved can
provide tremendous savings to a facility.”
After repairing all cracks over 1/8” wide with a
concrete repair grout, C&M primed the concrete
surfaces of the 5 million gallon water tank with
VersaFlex VF 20 primer, and applied 80-100 mils
of AquaVers 405 pure polyurea. The walls were
completed first. Next they removed the heavy
equipment from the floor. The tank base was recleaned and primed before the final application of
the polyurea was applied to the floor. From start to
completion, the project lasted two months.
Two years later, both Redstone Arsenal’s polyurea
rehabilitated 5 million gallon water tank and the
water storage pond adjacent to the tank have
been inspected and remain in excellent shape,
with decades of extended life expected, according
to Burgess.
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When the Maui Water Department’s Olinda Water
Treatment Facility in Maui, Hawaii sought reservoir
rehabilitation to stop potable water leakage, the
challenge was doing so cost effectively.

To
provide
cost-effective,
decades-long
waterproofing, full-service restoration contractor
Ahbe & Svoboda used pre-sprayed composite
panel system combining geotextile and a pure
polyurea membrane from VersaFlex.
After removing existing reservoir piping and the
synthetic rubber liner from the structure’s floor, a
six-man crew installed AquaVers 405 pre-sprayed
geotextile at 80 mils to the interior of the reservoir
walls up over its rock parapet.
The pre-sprayed, 15’x40’, composite panels eased
installation by rolling out like a waterproof blanket
onsite. Once rolled out, the edges were matched,
and the seams sprayed with AquaVers 405 pure
polyurea. The crew mechanically fastened the
geotextile to the reservoir walls with stainless
termination bars, and then sprayed over the bars.
They also sprayed the polyurea on stairs, sumps,
and penetrations, and tied these to the geotextile.
Despite rain almost everyday, Ahbe & Svoboda
finished relining the floor and walls of the Olinda
reservoir in seven weeks, meeting budget
requirements and safeguarding potable water
from leakage for decades to come.
For more info, call 800-321-0906 toll free; Fax
913-321-9007; visit www.versaflex.com; or write to
VersaFlex Inc., 686 South Adams St., Kansas City,
KS 66105.

MACDC WELCOMES

Jim Riffle Mason County
Drain Commissioner
Jim was the Mason County Clerk for 13 years prior
to being Appointed as Mason County
Drain Commissioner.
Jim’s passion is farming and he enjoys volunteering
in his community. One of Jim’s greatest qualities is
his selflessness.
Jim and his wife, Sue, have been married for over
25 years and they reside in Custer Township.
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SMART ASSESSMENTS: REDUCED
MAINTENANCE, CLEANER WATER
AND FEWER COMPLAINTS
n By Matt Meersman1, John Kerr2, Mary Fales3 and Erin Fuller4

>

Bill Mihelich understood the importance
of soil conservation. His family has been
farming in Van Buren County for close to
a century. Bill knew the value of minimizing soil
loss and the evidence lies in his fields, which
have been planted without tillage for 27 years.
It frustrated him to see neighbors getting paid
through conservation programs to adopt practices
he had been using for years while he was told
he wasn’t eligible. Most conservation programs
only fund the implementation of new practices,
so Mihelich never received financial incentives
for his efforts to protect the land and water. That
changed in 2014, when the Van Buren County
Drain Commissioner introduced a pilot program
that integrated a land management factor into the
methodology for calculating drain assessments
for the first time. Mihelich passed away in
October of 2014, but not before he learned that
26 | VOL 24, NO. 2 | SUMMER 2015

George Kusmack, Joe Parman and Matt Meersman

the cost of his drain assessment would be cut
in half because of the way he managed his
land. Including a land management factor when
calculating drain assessments rewards individuals
like Mihelich, who reduce the amount of sediment
and runoff leaving their property. Ultimately the
entire drainage district benefits from reduced
maintenance costs.
The pilot program is the product of a shared vision
between Van Buren County Drain Commissioner
Joe Parman, the Van Buren Conservation District
(VBCD) and The Michigan Chapter of the Nature
Conservancy (TNC). All three entities share
a common interest in preventing excessive
sedimentation of local waterways and they
understand that prevention is more effective for
reducing maintenance costs and improving water
quality than removing sediment after it reaches

the water. The Great Lakes Protection Fund and
Michigan State University have provided funding and
technical support for the pilot program since 2012.
WORKING WITHIN THE DRAIN CODE AND
OVERCOMING CHALLENGES

The flexibility of the Michigan Drain Code allows
Drain Commissioners to consider a wide variety
of factors when determining the benefit a parcel
derives from the drain and thus the apportionment
of the total drain project cost. Typically, Drain
Commissioners have considered only static factors
like acreage, proximity to the drain and property tax
class, etc. In contrast, the Van Buren County pilot
program recognizes that the benefit a parcel derives
from the drain will change over time, depending on
how the parcel is used and managed.
The primary objective of the project was to develop
an apportionment methodology that provides an
incentive for conservation practices, which reduce
drain maintenance costs over time and ultimately
improve water quality. The VBCD assisted the Van
Buren County Drain Commissioner in developing
this new apportionment methodology to ensure
that it accurately and objectively estimates the
benefits derived by each parcel at the time of
assessment. It was critical for the program to make
sense to constituents and be legally defensible
under the Michigan Drain Code.
HOW IT WORKS: WHAT MAKES OUR
ASSESSMENT “SMART”?
®

In the pilot program, we determined assessments
by combining a base allocation with a benefit
allocation that considers how each quarter-acre
of land on a parcel is used (land cover), how
much it needs drainage (hydric soils) and how
it is managed (conservation practices). We
took advantage of the latest tools and data
to classify features within a parcel, estimate
sediment loading and give landowners the
opportunity to reduce their assessment by
utilizing conservation practices.

ARCHITECTS. ENGINEERS. PLANNERS.

Leaders rely on OHM Advisors’ proven public
and private sector expertise and forward
thinking to create thriving places for people.

1. BASE ALLOCATION

The base allocation addresses the benefits that
each property derives equally including mailings,
publications, staff time, etc. We generated about
60% of the project cost with our base allocation
($3.12 per parcel) because project costs were low
in 2014 and there are a large number of parcels
in the pilot area. The portion of the project cost
funded by the base allocation can change or be
eliminated depending on project scope, district
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size and the inclination of the Drain Commissioner.
We allocated the remaining 40% of the project
cost to each parcel based on a combination of the
three factors below.
2. LAND COVER (USE FACTOR)

Land cover is important because it greatly affects
sediment delivery and runoff. We used the
annually updated National Cropland Data Layer
to calculate the area of each land cover type on
every parcel. We categorized land cover into
four general classes and assigned a per acre
weighting factor based on differences in runoff
and sediment loading:
• Natural (Forest, Shrubland, Wetland,
Grassland, etc.) = 0.35
• Low Intensity Agriculture (Pasture, Hayland,
Tree Crops, etc.) = 0.5
• Developed (Residential, Commercial,
Industrial, Transportation, etc.) = 1.0
• High Intensity Agriculture (Row Crops,
Vegetables, Berries, etc.) = 1.0
The weighting factors increase with each
category and reflect the magnitude of the
drainage system benefits to the land cover type.
In this project, we presumed developed and high
intensity agricultural acres receive the same level
of benefit from the presence of a county drain.
There could be different land cover weighting
factors developed for each non-agricultural land
use (commercial, industrial, residential, etc.).
3. HYDRIC SOIL (NEED FACTOR)

Hydric soils are found where wetlands are present
or where they were historically located. Drainage
is typically necessary to use hydric soils for
agriculture or development because they are too
wet for these land uses without it. Accordingly, we
assigned the weighting factors below to address
the increased benefit of drainage to certain land
uses depending on soil type.

Table 1. Summary of need factor values as determined
by combination of land cover and soil type.

4. CONSERVATION PRACTICES (MANAGEMENT
FACTOR)

The presence of conservation practices like
filter strips, cover crops and reduced tillage can
significantly decrease the amount of sediment
and runoff that enter a drain. Less sediment and
runoff entering the drain leads to reduced drain
maintenance costs. We developed a baseline
management factor of 1.0 and applied it equally
to every parcel. We then invited landowners to
enroll in a certification program for conservation
practices being implemented on their land. The
VBCD managed the certification program, which
included verifying the practice was in place and
estimating its sediment loading reduction. For the
portion of the parcel where conservation practices
are in use and meet certification requirements, the
management factor was reduced in proportion to
the sediment load reduction.
For the pilot program, the VBCD used the online
“sediment calculator” tool (described below) to
model each conservation practice and estimate
its sediment reduction benefits (% reduction
in annual sediment loading). For example, we
assigned a management factor of 0.6 for all the
acres of a parcel influenced by a conservation
practice that reduces 40% of the sediment load.
Likewise, we assigned a management factor of
0.8 for a conservation practice reducing 20% of
the sediment load.
It is important to note that we did not allow
management factors to go lower than 0.5 for
High Intensity Agriculture acres, and 0.7 for
Low Intensity Agriculture acres. By capping the
management factor, we ensured that acres of a
higher land use class were not allowed to score
more favorably than a lesser land use class. For
example, an acre of High Intensity Agriculture land
cover with conservation practices estimated to be
reducing 80% of the sediment load should not score
lower than an acre of Natural land cover. While we
only considered certain agricultural conservation
practices in the pilot program, urban stormwater
management practices could also be used to adjust
the management factor if a certification program
with runoff reduction calculations were developed.

Land Cover Type
Soil Type
Natural

Low Intensity
Agriculture

High Intensity
Agriculture

Developed

Hydric

0.7

1.0

1.0

1.0

Non Hydric

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7
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LINKING MANAGEMENT TO
SEDIMENTATION

It may seem like a daunting task to calculate the
sediment reducing benefits of all the conservation
practices in a drainage district, but tools are
becoming available to make the job more
manageable. In collaboration with TNC, and
with funding from Coca-Cola, MSU’s Institute of
Water Research (MSU-IWR) developed an online
tool called the Sediment Calculator that makes
estimating the environmental benefits of various
conservation practices relatively easy. Initially,
they developed the Sediment Calculator solely for
the Paw Paw River Watershed in Van Buren County
(www.iwr.msu.edu/sedcalc). More recently, MSUIWR expanded and updated the tool, now called
the Great Lakes Watershed Management System
(GLWMS), to encompass the entire Saginaw Bay
Watershed (www.iwr.msu.edu/glwms).
The “sediment calculator” incorporates the
Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) and
a model called SEDMOD, which uses a parcel’s
soil type, slope and proximity to a waterway, to
estimate the portion of the eroded sediment that
actually enters nearby waterways. The Sediment
Calculator uses a web-based GIS interface in
which users can define the boundaries of a field or
parcel on the map and quickly estimate differences
in erosion and sediment loading under different
management and land cover scenarios. The tool
is publically available for anyone to use free of
charge by visiting the websites noted above.
PILOT PROGRAM RESULTS

The drainage district in the pilot area covered
about 23,000 acres and included about 2,500
parcels. Fifty-seven percent of the land is used for
agriculture, 34% is natural and 9% is developed.
The drainage district supplies most of the water
for Maple Lake, an important amenity for the
Village of Paw Paw. Nutrient-rich sediment from
upstream runoff is contributing to excessive weed
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growth in Maple Lake, greatly diminishing its value
to area residents. Providing incentives for better
land management through the pilot program has
not only reduced sediment in the drain, but has
also become an important part of a larger effort to
restore the lake.
Landowners responded well to the pilot program.
Several people attended the Day of Review or
called to ask questions about their assessments.
The VBCD also heard from farmers who said
that even though their overall apportionment
may have increased, they agreed that how they
use and manage their land should affect their
assessment. The program was especially helpful
for explaining assessments to landowners who
contribute less directly to the drain, such as those
who own residential property not adjacent to the
drain or forested land used for hunting. The Drain
Commissioner was able to explain that their rates
were lower than others in the district.
The Drain Commissioner worked with VBCD to
develop a conservation practice certification
program. During the pilot program, a grant from the
Great Lakes Protection Fund supported the efforts
of the VBCD. They met with interested landowners
and created a simple two-page certification
agreement that includes compliance standards for
some of the most common conservation practices
like filter strips, cover crops, grassed waterways
and reduced tillage. The certification agreement
obligates the landowner or farm operator to
maintain the certified practice for one growing
season and gives the VBCD permission to share
the information with the Drain Office. Conservation
District offices in other counties could likely
implement a similar program provided they have
staff available to perform the field inspections and
sediment load reduction calculations.
In 2014, the VBCD certified 600 acres of no-till,
495 acres of cover crops, and 12.7 acres of filter
strips on 43 parcels. These landowners saved
an average of 21% on their drain assessments by
utilizing conservation practices that prevent an
estimated 192 tons of sediment from entering the
drain annually.
GETTING “SMART” WITH YOUR ASSESSMENT

Any Drain Commissioner could adopt a “smart
assessment” approach if the following issues are
addressed:
1.
They conduct a Day of Review each time
a drainage district is assessed because
management practices and land cover

2.

3.

4.

change frequently. Incorporating dynamic
factors into the apportionment methodology
implies that a district will be reapportioned
each time it is assessed.
They employ technology such as a
Geographic Information System (GIS) to
process the data associated with the use,
need and management factors.
They have a simple way to estimate the
effectiveness of conservation practices.
Tools like the Sediment Calculator used in
this project are currently available in the
Paw Paw River Watershed, the Saginaw
Bay Watershed and the Maumee River
watershed (Michigan and Ohio). In areas
where a tool like the Sediment Calculator is
not available, it may be feasible to calculate
RUSLE by hand.
They develop a program for certifying
conservation
practices
to
provide
documentation of practice compliance for
the Drain Office.

We believe addressing these issues can be part
of a comprehensive drain inspection program,
with which partners like Conservation Districts
and engineering firms can assist. The Michigan
Drain Code allows for costs associated with drain
inspections to be included in the total project cost
and be recouped via drain assessment.
MACDC RESPONSE

BMP Certification, Matt Meersman and Steve Holden

at the 2015 Winter Meeting of the Michigan
Association of County Drain Commissioners. Sixtyseven members of the audience participated in a
survey, including 30 individuals who were either
Drain Commissioners or Drain Office staff (results
from this group displayed at right). The results
indicate that 67% of this subgroup agreed that
conservation practices that reduce sediment and
runoff should be considered when determining
assessments and 76% indicated they would be
“very interested” or “somewhat interested” in at
least considering implementing a similar strategy
in their county. Participants identified Days of
Review (56%), fear of legal challenges (39%),
and lack of a conservation practice certification
program (36%) as the biggest obstacles to
implementing such a program in their county.
Fourteen percent indicated they do not see any
obstacles to implementing a similar program
(percentages exceed 100% because respondents
were asked to give two answers to the question).
CONCLUSION

By incorporating dynamic factors like land use and
management, the “smart assessment” method
recognizes that the benefit a landowner receives
from the drain changes over time. This method
allows Drain Commissioners to more accurately
allocate costs to their customers based on the
benefits they derive from the drain at the time
of assessment. Rewarding individual landowners
for minimizing their impact on the drain ultimately
benefits the entire drainage district because it
leads to lower maintenance costs in the future.
Based on the success of the pilot program, Van
Buren County Drain Commissioner Joe Parman
plans to continue and expand the program in
2015. For more information about the project
please visit http://nature.ly/GLWESS.

We delivered a presentation on the pilot program
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MACDC ANNUAL CONFERENCE
Photo credit: Mission Point Resort

>

Interested in attending, but can’t come this year? Save
the dates for the 2016 Winter and Summer Conferences!
Our Winter Conference will take place February 1012, 2016, at the Grand Traverse Resort in Williamsburg. Our
summer conference will be August 17-19, 2016, at the Shanty
Creek Resort in Bellaire.
MACDC WELCOMES NEW LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE CHAIR
Ottawa County Water Resources Commissioner Joe Bush
has been appointed to lead MACDC’s Legislative Committee.
MACDC President Roger Zilke named Bush as Committee
Chair due to Bush’s active participation in legislative issues
since he became a Water Resources Commissioner in 2013.
Bush was appointed to the Legislative Committee after
expressing an interest in the legislative process and effectively
communicating with members of the Legislature.

served by the water supply system or sewage disposal system.
This bill is in the House Committee on Local Government.
OPEN MEETINGS ACT: PHYSICAL PRESENCE REQUIRED
House Bill 4182, introduced by Rep. Amanda Price (R-Park
Township), would amend the Open Meetings Act to mandate
that each member of a public body must be physically present
when casting his or her vote in order for the vote to be
considered cast at a meeting open to the public. Thus, votes
taken during remote meetings via teleconference would not be
permitted. The requirement does not apply to an emergency
session. This bill was reported from the House Committee on
Oversight and Ethics with a substitute H-2 version.
Full text and up-to-date action for each bill can be found on the
Legislature’s website at www.legislature.mi.gov.
MAINTENANCE LIMIT INCREASE AMONG 2015 BILLS

“I consider it an honor that my peers have entrusted me
with this position,” Bush said. “I hope we continue to build
relationships we have developed in Lansing, especially with
the state agencies, over the last couple of years.”
Bush and MACDC Lobbyist Deena Bosworth testified before
the House Local Government Committee on February 18,
2015. As no specific legislation was before the Committee,
legislators were shown MACDC’s “The Importance of
Michigan’s Drain Commissioners” video and had the
opportunity to ask questions about the role of Drain/Water
Resources Commissioners.
NEW LEGISLATION OF INTEREST TO MACDC
The following bills of interest to Drain Commissioners
and Associate Members are currently pending before the
Legislature:
QUALIFICATIONS-BASED SELECTION: House Bill 4025,
introduced by Rep. Robert Kosowski (D-Westland), would
prohibit a local unit of government from entering into a
contract with architects, professional engineers or professional
surveyors, unless the selection is made through a competitive,
qualifications-based selection process. This bill is in the House
Committee on Local Government.
TRANSFER OF COUNTY ASSETS: WATER & SEWAGE
SYSTEMS: House Bull 4033, introduced by Rep. Kurt Heise
(R-Plymouth), would prohibit a county board of public works
from selling, leasing or otherwise transferring its interest in a
water supply system or sewage disposal system, unless the
action is approved by a majority of the local governments
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The MACDC Legislative Committee has been working on several
legislative initiatives to start off the new session. The following is
a summary of the bills MACDC hopes to have introduced:
MAINTENANCE LIMIT (SECTION 196): Section 196 limits the
annual amount a Drainage District can spend on maintenance
to $5,000/mile or a fraction thereof. This limited amount can
prevent routine maintenance without a petition. The proposed
legislation would increase this annual maintenance limit to
$10,000/mile or a fraction thereof.
LEGAL FEES (SECTION 247): Section 247 provides that legal
expenses incurred by a Drainage District are to be charged to
the Drainage District, then paid out of the revolving fund and
reimbursed by first monies available. The proposed bill would
clarify that Drainage Districts can pay legal fee expenses out
of the revolving fund, then assess the Drainage Districts to
reimburse the revolving fund.
TERM BONDS (MULTIPE SECTIONS): Currently, bonds issued
under the Drain Code must be “serial bonds.” This legislation
would align the Drain Code with other municipal financing
practices and allow the issuance of term bonds, potentially
reducing interest rates.
CONSOLIDATION BY VILLAGES (SECTION 441/441A):
Currently, Sections 441 and 441a allow a city or township to
petition for the consolidation of two or more Drainage Districts.
This amendment would add that a village could also petition.
MDEQ TO LAUNCH NEW ‘MIWATERS’ PERMIT DATABASE
In late July, the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality

is set to launch a new web-based permitting and compliance
database, according to the MDEQ’s website. The new database
will be called MiWaters and will replace over 25 applications
and databases currently used by the MDEQ’s Water Resources
Division (WRD).
The focus of MiWaters will be permitting and compliance,
including National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES), storm water, groundwater discharge, aquatic
nuisance control, Part 41 construction and land and water
interface permits.
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ASSOCIATE MEMBER NEWS
SPICER GROUP, INC.
ANNOUNCES PROMOTIONS
Spicer Group is proud to announce
the recent promotion of Rick E. Born
to Senior Associate. After completing
his degree in construction engineering
technology at Ferris State University,
Mr. Born was hired by Spicer Group as
an inspector in 1997. In 2000, he was
RICK BORN
promoted to construction administrator
and in 2012, he was voted in as an Associate at Spicer
Group. Now, he serves as a construction manager in
Spicer’s Construction Services Group.
Spicer Group is proud to announce
the recent promotion of Michael G.
Niederquell, P.E. to Senior Associate.
Mr. Niederquell joined Spicer in 2013
as the Director of Transportation. He
received his bachelor’s and master’s
degrees from Michigan State
MIKE NIEDERQUELL
University in civil engineering,
and he previously worked
for Wade Trim, Michigan State University and RC
Associates.
Spicer Group is proud to announce the
recent promotion of Max M. Clever, P.E.,
P.S., to Senior Associate. After earning
his bachelor’s of science degree in
Surveying Engineering from Ferris
State University, Mr. Clever started at
Spicer as a Survey and GIS technician
MAX CLEVER
in 2004. Max earned his Professional
Surveyor license in 2009 and his Professional Engineer
license in 2013. Max was selected as an Associate in
2013 and currently works as a Project Manager with
Spicer’s Applied Technologies Group.
Spicer Group is proud to announce
the recent promotion of Nicholas D.
Czerwinski, P.E. as a new Associate.
Mr. Czerwinski began his career with
Spicer as a co-op while still in high
school, and graduated from Michigan
Technological University with his
bachelor’s degree in civil engineering. NICK CZERWINSKI
He earned his Professional Engineering license in 2011
and now works as a Project Manager in Spicer’s Water
Resources Group.
Spicer Group is proud to announce the recent
promotion of Brent J. Dankert, P.E., as a new Associate.
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Mr. Dankert began working at Spicer in 2001 as an
inspection co-op in the planning group. He was then
hired on full-time and graduated with his
bachelor’s degree in civil engineering
from Michigan Technological University
in 2004. Brent became a professionally
licensed engineer in 2008. He now
serves as a Construction Manager in
Spicer’s Construction Services Group.

BRENT DANKERT

BRIAN J. CENCI, PE CELEBRATES 15 YEARS
WITH ENG., INC.
Eng., Inc. celebrates Brian J. Cenci’s 15 year
anniversary with our company.

BRIAN CENCI

Throughout his 15 years, Mr. Cenci
has managed drain projects in nearly
a dozen Michigan counties. He
holds dual bachelor’s degrees in civil
engineering and fisheries and wildlife
from Michigan State University and his
expertise includes the Michigan Drain
Code, easement acquisition and public
outreach.

“We want to congratulate Brian” said Gregory L.
Minshall, PE, president of Eng. “Remarkably, for
such a young man he already has 15 years working
on projects that require expert knowledge of the
Michigan Drain Code. He has worked hard to become
an asset to our company, and to our clients.”
HUBBELL, ROTH & CLARK, INC.
ANNOUNCES NEW HIRES
Hubbell, Roth & Clark, Inc. (HRC),
a 100-year old Michigan-based
professional engineering services
firm, is pleased to announce that
Jennifer Chehab, P.E., has joined
HRC as Senior Project Engineer. Ms.
Chehab has 20 years of professional
JENNIFER CHEHAB
experience in providing design and
project management for municipal infrastructure
improvement projects.
HRC Vice President, Walter H. Alix, P.E., P.S., said “HRC
is delighted to have Ms. Chehab on board as her
knowledge of local communities will play an important
role as HRC continues its growth pattern.” In addition
to her design and project management expertise, Ms.
Chehab has been successful in assisting communities
with grant and bond funding issues.

Replace Your Divots
NTH helps restore dump
site to pristine park land
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